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The Dual Plus Range

Revolutionary intelligent mattress replacement system that
rethinks the way to optimise comfort.

Brought to you by the inventive research and design team at Carilex, comes the 

replacement system with instinctive input design to create maximum comfort.

Taking care of patients can be stressful, that is why it is crucial to have simple input 

options. DualPlus Power Unit does not need to input patient’s weight. DualPlus 

o� ers multiple comfort levels that delivers optimal internal pressure according to

each patient’s sensation; as well as both dynamic and static modes to meet

individual patient’s needs.

Electronic pressure sensors and sophisticated microprocessors run through 

intricate algorithms in order to responds to patient movements on mattress and 

adjusting internal pressure appropriately, with no extra input needed.

Bridging cells allow for the provision of zero pressure zones.
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DUAL PLUS

Risk High to Very High

SWL 250kg

Cable Management ✔

CPR ✔

Cells 20 x 8” cells, Exchangeable bridging cells, Compressed Foam Base

Low Pressure and Power Failure Alarms ✔

Dartex 4 Way Stretch Fabric ✔

Cycle Times 5, 10 and 15 minutes

Mattress Sizes Single – 90cm x 200cm
King Single – 105cm x 200cm

Cost $$$$

Warranty  
2 year Warranty - Entrix and Dual Plus

1 year Warranty - CariChair and MobiCare Cushions
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